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the term innovation is bandied around 
the retail industry regularly, but 
what does it actually mean? How do 

the industry’s leading creatives interpret the 
term? And how do they go about separating the 
genuinely innovative from simply new products 
and services? 

These are just a few points covered in this 
report on innovation in the retail industry, in 
association with Criteo and to be launched 
alongside the Launch Pad stage at Retail Week 
Live 2016. 

At a time when retail executives are fearful 
of the pace of change flowing through the 
sector, from digital transformation to post-
recession consumer habits, the need to be agile 
as a business is hugely important. Businesses 

are therefore looking at ways to adopt a more 
nimble-footed approach in order to grow in this 
environment and cover off competitive threats. 
Engagement with forward thinking, new 
and fresh businesses – start-up or otherwise 
– is increasingly becoming a key part of this 
consideration.

This is why we at Retail Week are proud  
to be running the Launch Pad stage at  
Retail Week Live this year – March 16 to 
17 – as a means in which to showcase these 
fast-growing businesses to the wider retail 
community. 

If you’re attending the event, please come 
and see for yourself what some of the excellent 
businesses have to say over the course of what 
will be an exciting two days.
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even the simplest 
ideas can be truly 
innovative if they 
deliver new value  
to customers 

three years ago a Londoner was bored of 
the takeaway options available to him, 
so he created a new service that would 

deliver his favourite restaurant food across the 
city. Today that company is called Deliveroo. It 
has raised $200m in funding and has changed 
the way Londoners eat at home.   

Even the simplest ideas such as Deliveroo can 
be truly innovative if they deliver new value to 
customers. 

We’re seeing a lot of disruptive change today 
because it’s easier than ever to convert an idea 
into an innovative service. A laptop, a good idea 
and some crowd funding are all you might need 
to be the next big thing. 

Retail – in particular – is an industry that 
is ripe for change. We’re already seeing 3D 
printing services transforming the retail supply 
chain by digitising mass production. Facial 
recognition and sentiment analysis are being 
used to turbocharge customer service. Airborne 
drones and land-based robots are causing us to 
rethink what delivery should look like. 

This kind of innovative thinking is also 

changing customer expectations. We now 
expect tailored, seamless and personal 
experiences to be delivered cross-device. 

According to Criteo’s latest State of Mobile 
Commerce report, 46% of all transactions in 
the UK now take place on a mobile device and 
40% of mobile transactions take place across 
multiple devices, and these numbers are only 
expected to grow.

In this increasing complex purchase journey, 
we might research interchangeably on our 
desktop, mobile, and tablet before buying in 
store. Or vice versa. Your service doesn’t give 
me the experience I expect on the device I’m 
using at the moment? I won’t come here again. 

As established retailers attempt to navigate 
this new landscape, a people-centric approach 
is essential. You must be able to deliver real-
time, contextual and relevant value to your 
customers, wherever they are across all aspects 
of the evaluation, buying and fulfilment 
process. It’s not an easy thing to do, but the 
retailers that can get this right will be the ones 
that stand out as true innovators.   

PARTnER

vIEWPoInT

Jon Buss
Managing director Uk & northern eUrope, criteo
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Innovation is the lifeblood of retail. The need 
to grow sales, better serve the customer and 
gain an advantage over the competition 

has driven game-changing innovations for 
generations. These include the first wave of  
self-service stores in the early 20th century to  
the magic mirrors and contactless payment 
systems of today, via breakthrough innovations 
such as RFID tagging, loyalty cards and click-
and-collect.

But what do we actually mean by innovation? 
And what separates something genuinely 
innovative from something simply new?

Featuring some of the retail industry’s brightest 
new innovators and disrupters, Launch Pad is the 
ultimate test of whether a new product or service 
passes as ‘true’ innovation.

Launch Pad is a conference, a discussion forum, 
a networking event and a competition. It generates 
and analyses new and innovative ideas that will 
shape the retail experience of the future.

It’s also a great matchmaking opportunity 
– the Tinder of retail if you like – pairing 
retailers wanting to keep up with the fast pace 
of technological change with start-ups keen to 
impress influential decision-makers in retail.

defining innovation
InTRoduCTIon

launCh Pad   at retail week live 2016

Launch Pad is dedicated to bringing together the 
brightest minds in retail and the start-up community to 
generate new and innovative ideas, which will shape the 
retail experience of the future.

From keynote speeches, to panel discussions, 
pitching sessions and networking activities this is a 
must-attend programme for retailers wanting to keep 
up with the fast pace of change and start-ups wanting to 
impress influential decision-makers in retail.

At the heart of Launch Pad will be the Retail Week 
Pitch Perfect sessions, where start-ups vie to win 
over the judges and audience by pitching innovative 
propositions that promise to shape the future of retail.

the forMat
•  Twelve promising start-ups will pitch across three 

heats
•  Each start-up will have three minutes to pitch their 

product
•  Each start-up will go through five minutes of intense 

questioning from a panel of retail and tech judges
•  The audience will then cast their votes and combined 

with the judges’ score a winner will be decided.

the Judges
• Tom Allason, head of local, eBay 
• Daniel Bobroff, CEO, FashionTech Ventures
•  Jon Buss, managing director UK & Northern Europe, 

Criteo
•  Rob Chapman, managing director,  

Founders Intelligence
• Paul Clarke, director of technology, Ocado
• Briony Garbett, director of digital, Oasis
• Stuart Marks, chairman, L Marks
• John PIllar, chief technology officer, Arcadia 
•  Jonathan Wall, group ecommerce director,  

Shop Direct
•  Scott Weavers-Wright, CEO, Haatch
•  Paul Wilkinson, head of research and open 

innovation, Tesco Labs
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■ IS THE TERM ‘InnovATIon’ 
ovERuSEd In THE RETAIL InduSTRy?

everybody loves to claim a first, but are we 
too eager to herald a new development, 
service or product as innovative?

“Definitely, and probably not just in the retail 
industry,” says Ocado director of technology 
Paul Clarke. He believes that many, if not most, 
companies set the bar too low, with their view 
of innovation being limited to relatively minor 
incremental improvements, rather than striving 
for truly game-changing opportunities.

Briony Garbett, director of digital at Oasis, 
agrees that the term is probably overused, often 
describing what the industry is actually improving 
and enhancing rather than innovating. “It’s 
important to remember that what feels innovative 
to the retail sector may not feel innovative to 
other industries, with ideas often borrowed or 
developed from other areas,” she adds.

L Marks chairman Stuart Marks believes  
there needs to be a re-evaluation of why 
innovation is needed and how this can be 
achieved. “Innovation has long been a buzzword 
and its use is quite circular,” he says. “To be 
innovative, we need to encourage innovation. 
Companies lose sight of the reason behind why 
they need to be innovative.”

And for Haatch chief executive Scott Weavers-
Wright, innovation is simply about disruption 
and doing something special to create a point of 
difference in your retail proposition. In addition, 
“it has to be commercial”, he stresses.
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“it’s important to remember that what 
feels innovative to the retail sector may 
not feel innovative to other industries”
Briony garbett, oasis
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■ HoW WouLd you bEST ExPLAIn 
THE TRuE MEAnIng of InnovATIon? 
WHEn CAn SoMETHIng bE 
ConSIdEREd TRuLy InnovATIvE?

If we accept that the term innovation is generally 
overused in retail then what is it that separates the 
best in class from the run of the mill?

For Ocado, innovation is all about how the online 
grocer stays disruptive by constantly looking for ways 
to leapfrog or disrupt itself. “All innovation draws or 
builds on previous ideas, even disruptive innovations. 
I’m not sure anything is ‘truly innovative’,” says Clarke.

This idea of improvement on something that has 
gone before is also a key definition for Jonathan Wall, 
group ecommerce director at Shop Direct. “For us, 
innovation is when we have improved a current 
process or product that helps the customer with their 
engagement or journey and makes it easier compared 
with the existing one,” Wall says.

Arcadia head of software engineering John Pillar 
believes true innovation must fundamentally impact 
the way you go about an activity in a positive way.  
“I believe true innovation is only obtained when 
you see a person for the first time experiencing the 
‘new thing’ and you hear the words “wow that was 
amazing” with a beaming smile on their face,” he says.

Disruption equates to innovation for Weavers-
Wright, who declares himself to be worried about the 
short-termism prevalent in UK retail today. “Retailers 
only seem to worry about today’s trading and year-on-
year trading results based on shopping habits of the 
past 10 years. Amazon has an R&D budget of £6.5bn, 
which is staggering. How are retailers future-proofing 
their businesses over the next 20 years – where is the 
consolidation to fight Amazon?”

In the eyes of Marks, innovation is the difference 
between staying relevant and dying. “A company that 
stands still in the face of emerging technology and 
disruption in their industry will inevitably fail,” he 
warns. “The ones that adapt, pivot, and collaborate 
with the disruption and disrupters will future-proof 
their business and thrive.”

Marks makes the assertion that something is truly 
innovative when it completely rewrites the rule book. 
“Uber and Airbnb are two recent examples of this,” 
he says. “Neither owns any fleet of taxis or property, 
respectively, yet both have become the biggest players in 
their industry, causing huge disruption in the process.”
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“a company that stands still in the face 
of emerging technology and disruption 
in their industry will inevitably fail. the 
ones that adapt, pivot and collaborate 
with the disruption and disrupters will 
future-proof their business and thrive”
Stuart Marks, l Marks
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■ WHAT IS THE MoST InnovATIvE 
PRojECT you’vE WoRKEd on 
ovER youR CAREER To dATE? 
And WHy WAS IT InnovATIvE?

each of our judges has carved out a reputation 
for working on and, in many cases leading, 
innovative projects during their careers in retail. 

For Wall, helping Shop Direct make the transition 
from a catalogue retailer to a digital retailer is the most 
innovative project he has been involved in. “It’s not 
finished yet but we have certainly turned the business 
into a digital/mobile-first retailer and removed most of 
the catalogue heritage in the business,” he notes.

Weavers-Wright nominates former Pitch Perfect 
winner Elevaate, of which he is chairman, for “truly 
changing the way supplier contribution is positioned 
between brands and retailers globally”.

Garbett cites the replatforming of Oasis’ new website 
– under her direction – to include lots of innovative 
and exciting elements that are new to online fashion 
as the most innovative project she has worked on to 
date; while for Ocado’s Clarke, the technologies the 
business is developing to power its new generation of 
automated warehouses and Ocado Smart Platform are 
highly innovative. “For example, we had to develop a 

In association with

“we had to develop a completely new 
communications technology to control 
thousands of machines in real time”
Paul clarke, ocado
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completely new communications technology to control 
and choreograph thousands of machines in real time,” 
he notes.

Where Arcadia’s Pillar is concerned, the most 
impactful innovation he has been involved with came 
during his time at Asos, when the online clothing 
retailer launched its ‘save for later’ tool in 2009. 

The technology enabled customers to place desired 
items into a wish list for up to 30 days if they were not 
ready to complete the purchase. If the item was out of 
stock or was reduced in price, Asos sent an alert to the 
customer informing them.

“The innovation was in how we were able to 
influence customer buying patterns by offering an 
open and highly personalised dialogue with the 
customer,” Pillar reflects.

Asos launched its ‘save for later’ online tool in 2009

| March 2016
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“we were able to influence customer buying 
patterns by offering an open and highly 
personalised dialogue with the consumer”
John Pillar, arcadia
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■ WHAT RoLE do START-uPS  
PLAy In dRIvIng InnovATIon 
ACRoSS THE SECToR?

they may not have the scale, influence or 
financial clout of the big corporates whose 
custom and investment they covet, but one 

quality that start-ups have in abundance that large 
organisations often struggle to replicate is agility.

The ability to move quickly in responding to a 
changing consumer landscape is one reason why  
the judges are in agreement that start-ups have a 
critical role to play in sector-wide innovation, with 
Pillar going as far as to describe them as “the lifeblood 
of the retail ecosystem”. “They relentlessly keep 
attacking the status quo and do not give up,” he says. 
“Recently we have seen large organisations fall behind 
and be disrupted by faster, more hungry and nimble 
small businesses.”

Jon Buss, managing director UK & Northern 
Europe at Criteo, says: “In a complex, cross-device 
retail environment, there are lots of ‘old ways’ to 
challenge, and that’s what’s so exciting. Start-ups are 
there to find new ways of doing things. Without retail 
start-ups, we’d still be going to the butcher, the baker 
and the candlestick maker for our weekly shop. Even 
Sainsbury’s was a start-up once.”

Larger corporates facing disruption in their  
sector from young start-ups face a number of  
options, says Marks. They can simply ignore it and 
carry on as before, which he says will make them 
obsolete; or they can fight it and try to match the  
agile, fast-moving start-ups, which risks exposing 
their slow-moving corporate structure and size;  
or they can collaborate. 

“We are seeing more and more corporates, such as 
John Lewis through JLAB [John Lewis’ programme 
aimed at fast tracking the growth of start-up 
companies], want to work with start-ups for mutual 
benefits,” he says. “By closely working with start-ups 
that can help them innovate in areas such as customer 
experience and operational efficiency, as well as 
access new markets, they are helping to change their 
culture and future-proof their businesses. The start-
ups reap huge rewards from making that valuable 
close connection to a big corporate, as well as getting 

mentoring and potential funding.” Start-ups push 
boundaries and ask different questions, according 
to Weavers-Wright, who believes they are essential 
to driving innovation. “They exist because there is a 
problem that needs solving. Retailers are rightly focused 
on the day-to-day challenges but start-ups extend their 
capability to create a competitive advantage.”

Clarke, however, says that while start-ups’ role in 
innovation is significant it is arguably not big enough. 
“We are missing opportunities in this country to 
create the environment and support structures to fuel 
more start-ups and to prepare our schoolchildren for 
becoming entrepreneurs,” he warns.

“we are missing opportunities to  
create the environment and support 
structures to fuel more start-ups”
Paul clarke, ocado

“start-ups exist because there is a 
problem that needs solving. retailers 
are rightly focused on the day-to-day 
challenges, but start-ups extend their 
capability to create a competitive 
advantage”
Scott weavers-wright, haatch
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■ WHAT ARE THE THREE AREAS 
In THE RETAIL InduSTRy WHERE 
THERE IS THE MoST InnovATIon?

Mobile payments, the internet of everything 
(IoE), delivery and the in-store experience 
 are the areas in which our judges  

collectively believe there is most innovation in  
the retail sector.

“Apple’s mobile payment solution is amazing  
given how hard innovation is in this space,” notes 
Weavers-Wright.

Garbett, too, cites Apple Pay, along with Bitcoin and 
other forms of contactless payment, as innovations 
that are rapidly changing the retail journey, while she 
also highlights innovative companies such as Doddle, 
which are transforming package delivery services.

Buss says: “The areas we’re seeing most innovation 
in retail are those focused on experience, speed  
and service. 

“There’s so much to explore as our online and 
offline worlds merge. By delivering fully dynamic 
experiences, complete with personalised messaging, 

product and content recommendations, retailers can 
deliver more compelling user experiences. Small 
screens demand ideas that are agile, dynamic and 
personalised to us.” 

Wall says the key area of interest for Shop Direct 
over the past 12 months has been social advertising 
and how the big social platforms have faced into 
commerce and are helping to drive it.

For Marks, meanwhile, it is beacon technology that 
is really capturing his attention. “Start-ups such as 
Localz are using beacon technology to help retailers 
improve customer experience. This technology has 
the potential to rapidly change the retail experience, 
such as customer-specific billboards, offers and store 
experiences,” he notes.

| March 2016
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“Beacon technology has the 
potential to rapidly change 
the retail experience, such as 
customer-specific billboards, 
offers and store experiences”
Stuart Marks, l Marks
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“apple’s mobile payment 
solution is amazing given 
how hard innovation is  
in this space”
Scott weavers-wright, haatch
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■ WHAT ExCITES you AbouT THE 
fuTuRE In TERMS of nEW And 
InnovATIvE TECHnoLogIES In dIgITAL 
MARKETIng And ECoMMERCE?

the retail sector is in a perpetual state of change, 
largely thanks to continuous innovations in 
technology. For retailers there is no shame in 

thinking and dreaming big. 
“Moors law has shown us that what we would have 

only dreamed about a few years ago can be made into 
reality,” says Pillar. 

“Technology is evolving at such a fast pace that 
it can now keep up with our wildest imagination. 
Concepts such as the internet of things and machine 
learning are becoming commonplace and some 
exciting results are being driven from combining  
such technologies,” he continues.

For Weavers-Wright, personalisation technology is 
a source of great excitement. “I’m looking forward to 
the benefits of cross-enabled solutions working within 
content consumption and then providing deep product 
recommendations informed by my lifestyle choices. 
It’s time to move away from engines recommending me 
another TV.”

Ocado Smart Platform: 
Taking data-driven 

intelligence to another level

Data is also on the mind of Clarke, who is enthused 
by the prospect of using the huge amounts of data  
that Ocado collects to feed ever-smarter systems. 
“Doing this within the Ocado Smart Platform for 
large grocery retailers around the world offers us the 
opportunity to take this data-driven intelligence to 
another level,” he says.

Buss says: “As we are able to understand more about 
online and offline buying behaviour and what the 
consumer journey looks like, we are likely to see an 
unprecedented wave of innovation in the retail sector.”

App capabilities and making it even easier for Shop 
Direct’s customers to buy online is where a lot of 
the retailer’s focus is going to be directed, according 
to Wall. He also tips platforms that assist social 
advertising as being “very hot to watch” in the future.

Marks, meanwhile, is full of enthusiasm for 
the potential of virtual reality. “I believe this will 
transform the shopping experience and how we spend 
our leisure time,” he predicts.
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SOURCE: www.OCadOgROUp.COm/wHO-wE-aRE/OCadO-SmaRT-plaTfORm.aSpx
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“technology is evolving 
at such a fast pace that it 
can now keep up with our 
wildest imagination”
John Pillar,  arcadia
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“More than ever, retailers 
need to engage with agile 
and innovative young 
companies that can bring 
new solutions to market  
at a pace never done before 
but matched to the needs 
of the consumer”
Stuart Marks, l Marks
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■ WHy do you THInK EvEnTS SuCH 
AS LAunCH PAd ARE IMPoRTAnT To 
dRIvIng InnovATIon ACRoSS THE 
RETAIL SECToR?

now in its second year, Launch Pad has quickly 
become a vital bridge between the young, agile 
disrupters and the retail industry’s largest, 

most established players.
Its function as a networking opportunity should not 

be underestimated, with partnerships often blossoming 
out of informal conversations on the sidelines.

“Launch pad enables start-ups to showcase their 
solutions to C-suite executives and this provides the 
opportunity to land their points,” says Weavers-Wright.

The former Kiddicare founder, however, believes 
we need to raise the profile of start-ups in the UK. 
“They lack financial, business and, frankly, emotional 
support from the retail industry. We have some 
amazing businesses and people driving innovation 
and if we don’t support them we will lose them. It’s not 
a case of the best will survive – it has become so hard 
to break into the UK retail scene that some of the best 
technical solutions are going to the wall.” 

One of the aims of Launch Pad is to ensure that 
new technologies are not lost to the industry and 
start-ups are afforded their chance to shine. “As well 
as providing a fantastic opportunity for conversation, 
Launch Pad also provides the perfect platform for start-
ups to gain exposure,” says Garbett.

Pillar believes that events such as Launch Pad 
provide a mechanism for unknown companies to 
showcase their ideas and have them validated by 
industry and technology thought leaders.

But Launch Pad is far from a one-way street. Wall 
notes that not only does the event give start-ups the 
chance to get in front of many retailers in one go, but 
the retailers get a view of what is being developed and 
innovated. “It’s a real win-win scenario,” he says.

Buss adds: “It’s incredibly exciting to be involved 
in events such as Launch Pad. Launch Pad provides a 

forum where mainstream retailers and innovative  
start-ups can meet and exchange ideas and knowledge. 
It is in these forums that real change is considered, 
discussed, and implemented.”

Ultimately, the question is whether influential 
retailers and agile start-ups can afford not to interact 
with one another. 

“Retail is one of the most dynamic sectors and is 
experiencing change and disruption at an unprecedented 
rate, some of it controlled by the retailer but most of it 
based around the changing needs of the consumer,” 
says Marks. “More than ever, retailers need to engage 
with agile and innovative young companies that can 
bring new solutions to market at a pace never done 
before but matched to the needs of the consumer. Events 
like Launch Pad offer the perfect showcase for these 
companies to demonstrate what they can offer.”
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“we have some amazing businesses 
and people driving innovation and if we 
don’t support them we will lose them”
Scott weavers-wright, haatch
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